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00 00 Sima: Vesoli, Sima Yurievna. I was born on January 1st, 1923 in Gomel, 

Belarus. (What did you do in the army?) What I did? I was a nurse. (What did 
you do during the war?)00 27 

 
00 27 During the war… first we were evacuated to Sverdlovsk Region  where I 

worked in hospital 22-40, taking care of wounded patients, severely wounded 
patients. 00 46 

 
00 46 Afterwards we were transferred to Germany where I was on the 3rd Belarusian 

Front in ’43. We worked there… we would carry wounded soldiers… from the 
Vitebsk direction…which was previously… we were stationed in Yakovlevo… 
um Yartsevo…   01 19 

 
01 19 We would carry severely wounded soldiers by ourselves. We were 18 years 

old young girls. We would carry them to the sanitary inspection room, wash 
them and send them to the operating room. 01 33 

‘ 
01 33 Afterwards, in ’43 I was sent to Breitenstein, Germany where I worked in a 

hospital nursing severely wounded soldiers. We were bombarded on many 
occasions. We were 12 km away from the front line. 01 57 

 
01 57 Well… I worked in the hospital until the war was over – the 9th of May, ’45. I 

nursed severely wounded patients. On the day the war was over, that was on 
the 9th of May, I was on duty, working the night shift. 02 20 

 
02 20 In the morning, when the war was announced to be over, everyone kissed 

and hugged each other. The patients had severe chest wounds. They said 
“Nurse, you have survived, but we are not going to”. 02 37 

 
02 37 Well afterwards…we boarded “General Panfilov” ship, spent 3 days and nights 

in the Sea of Japan and got to the city of Pyongyang, North Korea. It took our  
troops 2 months to  beat the Kwantung Army, the Japanese army. We would 
receive our wounded soldiers. 03 08 

 
03 08 All the wounded soldiers recovered. Afterwards many Japanese POWs were 

captured. We treated them too, the Japanese. I stayed there till ’46. 
(Interesting stories about war heroes?) 03 36 

 
03 36 I didn’t meet any. We worked hard, morning till evening. The patients were 

seriously injured. Many of them died in the morning. We had excellent 
accommodations in Germany – good food, and an excellent medical staff. 03 
59 

 
03 59 We were bombarded, many nurses were killed. We were stationed in a city… I 

can’t recall…a shell hit…a nurse by the name of Zhanna Bozhenova… I 
remember like it was yesterday…she was killed with a shrapnel hitting her in 
carotid artery…04 20 

 
04 20 Our medical unit manager lost both legs. It was so hard. We moved from one 

town to another until settling in the town of Breitenstein, Germany. (Repeat) 
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Yes, repeat? (Repeat). Well what I’m saying is we were bombed and fired at. 
04 52 

 
04 52 Many nurses were killed. Medical staff… air raids…it was so scary. We were 

saving the wounded soldiers all the same. We would dress their wounds and 
work in the operating room. 05 11 

 
05 11 We worked days and nights – just having a short sleep and back to work. 

Complicated surgeries… leg amputations…(did you help the wounded on the 
front line?) By all means! 05 40 

 
05 40 We would help! Oh yes. We nursed and fed them, dressed their wounds, we 

did everything. (did you go to the front line or did they walk to you?) They 
were bed patients. Nobody walked. 06 07 

 
06 07 When they felt better some time after the surgery they walked on crutches. 

Famous performers would come and perform in concerts: Shulzhenko and 
all…gave concerts, showed movies…to make them feel better 06 34 

 
06 34 Afterwards I went back home. I worked in a bone-tuberculosis sanatorium for 

30 years. That’ s my biography. I have a medal for Japan. It’s a rare medal. 
And a medal for Germany. 07 02 

 
07 02 And with the Japanese, of course…that was a hard job. They were all those 

who wouldn’t surrender. They were so angry. They needed a special 
treatment. 07 21 

 
07 21 I picked up a few words. Afterwards they were sent back home. (Tell us how 

you got the medal for Japan) How? (yes) I was given it in North Korea. I have 
a signed and dated certificate. 07 51 

 
07 51 In ’46. Why? Because I worked, nursing the wounded soldiers. True, the war 

lasted only 2 months because it took marshal Vasilevsky 2 months to destroy 
the Japanese Kwantung army.  08 15 

 
08 15 Many Japanese soldiers were captured. They got a treatment which was 

better than the one our soldiers got. They had the best conditions. I had 
never been on the front line. 08 25 

 
08 25 We were just 12 km away from the front line. (do you think of yourself as a 

war hero?) I think I gave it all my energy to save people’s lives. We didn’t get 
enough sleep working in the operating room days and nights. 08 47 

 
08 47 (Question is not clear) Very well treated. Ours? Yes, very well. I saw German 

POWs. German are just Nazis. (as a Jewess, did you nurse the Germans?) No, 
I didn’t. As I said, the Russians, our soldiers... 09 44 

 
09 44 When we were in North Korea, the POWs were Japanese. There are 

memorials in Pyongyang… there were many…also… um…many losses among 
the Russians. There were memorials…with inscriptions.10 10 
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10 10 That was hard. We sailed in the Sea of Japan for 3 days and nights. We didn’t 
have food to eat. The ship was like this (shows how the ship was rolling). We 
arrived in North Korean port Kanku. 10 30 

 
10 30 Afterwards we were transferred to Pyongyang, the capital city. That was the 

3rd Belarusian Front. (Was nurses’ role underestimated during the war, as 
compared to the soldier’s?) Eh? (Repeat) Yes, of course. 10 58 

 
10 58 …Saving the people. As I said, we had to carry the stretchers… right from 

buses brought… Vitebsk direction…hard fighting…we were just the two of us, 
another nurse and I…11 19 

 
11 19 … carrying to the sanitary inspection room…where they were given first aid by 

medical orderlies… and then…directly to the operating room. Yes, or course, 
we appreciate Canada for letting us get here. 11 33 

 
11 33 (b/g conversation)  
 
 
11 49  (Close up of medals) Which hospital and which Front… Canada… us… 

just…country… 12 00 
 
12 00 What’s this? I remember many nurses by names. Who knows where they are 

now. (sighs)12 19 
 
12 19 At the rear of the front…can I talk? (b/g conversation) when the war began 

we were in the Urals. There were also so many wounded soldiers brought 
from the front. That was far behind the lines. 12 40 

 
12 40 We worked in hospital 25-40, the hospital. (b/g conversations). Hospital 

head’s name was lieutenant colonel Kozlov. (b/g conversation). 12 57 
 
12 57 End of conversation.  
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